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The hyclrogen xnaser achieves i ts  cslrerncly good frequency stability principally 
by confining the masing atonis for. long periods in a teIJ on coaled storage bulb> 
Because of this confinement, thc frequency of the hyd 'aogen masero is shifted due 
to collisions of the aturns with Ihc walls of the storagc 1)~11Xj. This is shown in 
Figure 1. The wall shift i s  given by: 

where $ i s  the avcrage phase shift pe r  collision, .; i s  the avcrage atomic speed, 
and (4v/A) i s  the mean free path between wall collisions, h . 
ln orde r  to use the lydrogel? n?aser  as a primary lrccluency standaid, one must 
cor rec t  l o r  the wall s l i t t .  Tlic oljvious methocl to do tlus is to vary  by opcr- 
ating llydroge~i masci-s wit11 cliftel'ent s ize storage hul l~s ,  a11c1 to niake frequency 

7 
cornpar.isons I~etwccn the xuascrs. 'This has Lecn clonv many times-,  but has not 
produt:ecl good resul ts  hec.:lusc o has 11ot i~cprotltlce~l ~ ~ c l l  from bulk, to hulb. 

In 19(i!j, L)ouglas 3rcnnlxr proposc~d aaothc~-  appl-oach.i If one wcre to make a 

mascr with a flexil~le storage ljulb, one could vaq7  but keep $constant. This 
would allow lo r  the crorrcctiu~l ol the  all sllift withoul the uncertainties associa- 
ted wit11 changing bulbs. The technique i s  outlillecl in kigure 2. This method 
has been a fruittul onc, leadiilg to several  dcvic,es a n d  increasing degrees of 
success .  This paper will discuss thl.; tari:ible \ olulnc technique ancl the 
strengths mcl weaknesses of tile devices crhic.11 11:ii c been l~aseci on this technique. 

THE VAHUBLT;: VOLUME, TECHh1(JI7E 

The f'irst variablc vol~une  niascr. u a s  l )~i l l t  115. ljouglas 13~*ennc r ,~  He uscd sev- 
eral types of flexil~le bulbs wlth a varlet) of nztll roatings. One of his teflon 
bulbs i s  shown in Figure 3.  A s  sho\vn in Figurcs 1 and 2 ,  Brenner ' s  technique 
rel ics  011 one's Imowlecigc of 13, the 17atio ol' thc bulb volumes, and thc fact that 
both the valuc of $ and the value of t,, the correctecl frequency, remain constant 



during the change of volume. With careful measurement, B can be determined 
to the 0. I(,% l e ~ e l . ~ ? S  How this effects the e r r o r ,  however, is strongly depen- 
dent on the size of B. As B approaches unity the uncertainty in determining fo 
goes to infinity for  given e r r o r s  in measuring B, f 1 ,  and f2. The size of B in 
Brenner's device is limited severely by thc fact that the filling factor l is de- 
graded in the compressed volume. 13renner achieved values of 1.18 to 1.37 for  
B. 

The value of 4 is effected by both changes in the atomic density in the bulb 
and changes in the surface p r o l ~ r t i e s  of the bulb. If the relative ratc a t  which 
atoms str ike the bulb surface change whcn one changes the volume, 9 may 
change. In a bulb with good communication between sections, this effect can be 
made negligeably sma11.4,5,6 Changes in the surface properties of the teflon 
during the measurement process can be induccd by the changes in s t r e s s  that 
occur when the bulb volume is changcd. Brenner discussed this problem4 and 
estimated that the s t r e s s  eflect would change 4 by 0.25'&. Thc major weakness 
of his device, however, is in the uncertainty caused by lack 01 knowledge of the 
effccts of s t r c s s  on his storagc bulbs. 

Changes in fo during the measurement process come from shifts in the maser  
frequency other than the wall shift: the doppler shift, magnctic shifts and 
spin exchange shifts. It has been determined that to one part  in 1014 of the 
hyperfine frequency the atomic velocities a r e  thermalized to the bulb tcmper- 
a t ~ r e . ~  One therefore can correc t  for  the doppler shift by measuring the bulb 
temperature. 

The principal magnetic shift can be corrected for  by measuring the zeeman 
frequency. Magnetic inhomogeneity shifts8 can cause e r r o r s  a s  largc as  
parts  in 1012. These shifts a r e  a function of thc avcragc inhomogeneity over 
the storage bulb and s o  changc whcn thc storage bulb volume is changed. In- 
homogeneity shifts can be corrected for,879 but unfortunatcly Brenne r was un- 
aware of these shifts whcn hc performed his measurements, s o  he did not 
correc t  for  them. 

Spin exchange shifts come from collisions of the radiating hydrogen atoms with 
other hydrogen atoms and with other paramagnetic gases.1~8~10~11 The prin- 
cipal part  of the hydrogen spin exchange shift is corrected out with flux tuning1 
An anomalous part  i s  not.ll This shift is 4 x l o 4  of the non-hydrogen spin 
exchange part  of thc atomic l i n e ~ i d t h . ~ > l l  In a variable volume maser,  cxccpt 
fo r  contributions from magnetic inhornogencitics and from background gases, 
the non-spin exchange linewidth is proportional to the inverse bulb volume just 
a s  the wall shift is, '? s o  most of the anomalous spin exchangc shift is corrected 
for  by the same proccss which measures the wall shift. The background 





this devicc very susceptable to magnetic inhomogcneity problcrns, but thcsc can 
be measured? and calibrated out for each volume setting. Preliminary meas- 
urements with the conccrtina maser have been consistent with hydrogen hyper- 
fine measurements using thc flexible bulb-large storage box maser,l7 and with 
a recent compliation of wall shift measuremcnts.18 A very interesting side 
result of this measurement is  that at  4 0 " ~ ,  9 for type L YEP film19 is a fac- 
tor of four smaller than $ for FE J? teflon sintercd on a quartz storage bulb. 

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 

In 1970, Paul Zitzewitz and Norman ~ a m s e ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ ~  discovered that the wall shift 
goes through zero at approximately 100°C. This was later verified by Robert 
Vcssot and Martin ~ e v i n e . ~ l , ~ *  Based on this, a device using a variable volume 
s torage bulb as a null dctcctor for the zero wall shift point was proposed by 
Vessot and Levine. 21,22 The great advantage of this device is that one nced not 
lrnow I3 accuratcly to calibrate out thc wall shift, and because one actually op- 
erates with a zero wall shift, thc device can be operated in an automated 
fashion. 22 

Onc can generalize this idea to take advantage of dropping the necessity of 
measuring B without having to go to the zero wall shift temperature. This gen- 
eralization is demonstrated in Figure 7. Sincc the value of Q, changes with 
temperature, one nced only change the temperature of a variable volume device 
while making measurements at the same two volumes. By extrapolating to the 
point where the curves for each temperature intcrsect, one can determine the 
zero wall shift point without actually reaching it. As discussed previously in 
the context of determining stress effects,6 if one makes measurements at  at 
least three temperatures, by the scatter of thc intersection points, one can 
estimate the e r rors  due to assumptions of constant 9 or  due to changes in fo. 

One necd not even have a linear measure of the inversc volume or hal for the 
method to work. Sincc the wall shift i s  homogeneous in 4 for any monotonic 

1 function X( ), the intersection point of a family of curves in 9 can only occur 
a t  zero wall shift. Also because the wall shift is  hornogencous in 9 ,  one can 
make a single point transformation x.' (X) whcre X is the measurement para- 
meter such that the Irequency change linear in h m l  . One can therefore arbi- 
trily mark two points, X 1 and X2, on the ordinate axis of a graph and linearly 
extrapolate to A-I - 0 which i s  experimentally determined by the intersection 
of the straight lines. 

Based on this method and the knowledge gained from previous devices, a new 
variable volume devicc i s  being developed at NASA's Goddard Space Flight 
Center. It is  shown in Figure 8. The device will have a flexible cone variable 
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Figure 1. The W a l l  Shift 



Figure 2 .  The J:ariahlc Tioluine Techiquc 
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Figure 3. Brcnner Variable Volume Storage Bulb (Reprinted From: 
D. Brenner [1970j, J. Appl Phys., Vol. 41, 2942). 
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Figure 7. Extrapolation Method for  Determining the Zero Wall Shift Point 
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Figure 8. The External Bulb Variable Volume Maser 



Figure 9. External Bulb Variable Voluxxlc Mascr E r r o r  




